
EDUARDO CARDOZO

Once you get past the easy to overcome threshold between the environment and Eduardo Cardozo's canvases, which given their
hypnotic attitude and size inevitably swallow the viewer (even the most absent-minded one), carrying them into an enveloping and
paradoxical calm magma, it is possible to find, in the works of the last few years, elements that are initially extra-pictorial (fragments
of tiles, dinnerware, glass), and that are nonetheless never perceived as foreign from the representative or anti-representative plane
of the work. To walk, consciously and conscientiously surrendering, between imagination and abstraction is something Cardozo
accomplishes with Luciferian mastery. He skillfully erases the tensions that used to divide praxis and ideology some decades ago and
that, thanks to the common occurrence, even at the same time, of both poles, dissipate in his paintings. This allows to casually include
what at first glance a purist –a figure that is not at all odd in the field of abstraction- could interpret as a contaminant element, that
"small piece" of reality, the entity that emerges from mere chromatic play.

Eduardo Cardozo was born in Montevideo, Uruguay in 1965. He graduated from the 
National School of Fine Arts (Ernesto Aroztegui workshop). Then attended the 
University of Architecture. He studied engraving with Luis Camnitzer and carried out 
individual exhibitions at Del Notariado Gallery, the Exhibition Centre of the Municipal 
government of Montevideo, the French Alliance, The Blanes Museum, the Uruguay-
United States Alliance, the Engelman-Ost space, the Central Station(AFE), Montevideo 
subway, the Mars Gallery, the South Gallery, the Goethe- Institute.
AWARDS: Fourth exhibition of young painters (1989), Educational trip (1989), Paul 
Cézanne Award (1991), 51 National Salon (2004).

He has worked with Tato Peirano, at the Sitio de Montevideo: Urban Proyect
Municipal Salon 1994. He participated in the First Mercosur Biennial and in the Cuenca 
Biennial( 2001). He won, together with Matías Bervejillo, the first prize in a short film 
festival called La pedrera, in 2004.
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